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Joe Paganucci

A lead designer with 15 years experience working on large and small teams to produce

Lead Designer

large-scale experiences for multiple clients. I believe the best work comes from
a strong team collaborating and iterating. Throughout the design process, my focus
is on creating the best solution for the consumer.

E D U C AT I O N

EXPERIENCE

Savannah College
of Art and Design
2001 – 2003

McKinsey & Company, Portland, OR
Lead designer: Jan 2018 – Present,
Senior experience designer: Mar 2017 – Jan 2018
McKinsey Dotcom design and publishing innovation team

Art Institute of Boston
2003 – 2005
BFA Graphic Design
SKILLS

UX/UI Design, UX Strategy,
Content Strategy, Art Direction,
Illustration, UX Research
People Management, Agile
Methodologies, Project Management
Adobe Creative Suite, Sketch,
Invision, Abstract, Miro,
Microsoft Products, HTML/CSS
Pivotal Tracker, Jira, Asana,
Trello, Kapost, Google Drive
CLIENTS

• Collaborate with editorial stakeholders to design and maintain growth
publishing products
• Design prototype products using web-based design platforms (Ceros)
• Collaborate with product managers and dev team to integrate successful
products into Dotcom CMS
• Design product improvements based on insights from analytics team
• Develop and run qualitative tests with UX research team
• Collaborate with design system lead to contribute new design patterns
• Collaborate with editorial team to design content across dotcom
• Collaborate on next generation article template design best practices
• Design direct bi-weekly Five Fifty editions
• Five Fifty Results: One minute average time on page, 55% Return visitor
rate with a 10–30% retention rate per month

BlueinGreen Digital, Portland, OR
Product design lead: Feb 2017 – Present
Design customizable websites for Young Living members
on the MyYL Product team

Coca-Cola, Nike, Netflix, Kraft,
OHSU, Delta, Subway Restaurants,
Booking.com, Cadillac, HUMMER,
TIAA-CREF, Napster, Lysol, Young
Living, Downstream Impact, Fully

• Build UX and content strategy and product growth plans for usercentered and responsive redesign of Young Living’s personal website
• Design a simple user-centered admin for members
• Collaborate with product team on new feature sprints
• Collaborate with product managers on user testing including focus
groups and usability interviews

PERSONAL INTERESTS

• Establish MyYL design system based on Young Living brand standards
• Collaborate with product managers on writing project SOWs and new
feature requirements

Golf, reading, movies,
World War 2 history, baking

• MyYL Results: 8.03% bounce Rate, (63% on Youngliving.com)
One minute 25 seconds average time on page (1:01 on Youngliving.com)
3.25% Conversion Rate: (~1% higher than Youngliving.com)

Downstream Impact, Seattle, WA
Product design consultant: Sept 2018 – May 2019
Focused on multiple new feature designs to help client growth
• Collaborated with product manager and tech lead to design new features
• Designed GUI color palette guidelines to emphasize chart data
• Worked within dev sprints to design new features
• Established design system based on existing React UI design patterns

Wieden + Kennedy, Portland, OR
Senior experience designer: 2012 – Mar 2017
Senior UX/UI designer for multiple clients with a focus on mobile
• Worked closely with The Lodge on a functional robot UX/UI and Nike
mobile projects in an agile project structure
• Senior UX/UI designer and studio manager on two Coca-Cola Super
Bowl Campaigns

MMB, Boston, MA
Senior interactive art director: 2011 – 2012,
Interactive art director: 2010 – 2011
Art direct and design full-scale redesign of subway.com
• Created brand guidelines for all site elements and marketing elements
• Worked with third party developers to build subway.com
• Main interactive art director on all new business pitches

Genuine Interactive, Boston, MA
Interactive designer: 2009 – 2010
• Worked on all aspects of site design from concept/strategy to site launch,
including wireframes, presentations, site design systems and production
design prep for a range of clients

Modernista, Boston, MA
Art director: 2007 – 2009, Studio designer: 2005 –2007
Main art director on Cadillac 2008 CTS and 2010 SRX car launches

Fully.com Category
Page Redesign
At BlueInGreen Digitial we worked with Fully to help
improve customer conversion rates. The team goal
was to get user conversion rates from five visits to
two visits. Our focus was to get users to their intended
products quickly by streamlining the main navigation
and simplifying filtering options on category pages.
Role: UX Strategy, Content Strategy, UX/UI design

Visit site

Watch video

New Target Audience
To start the project we did a discovery phase focusing on the core analytics for
Fully.com and an audit of best practices across the competitive landscape.
After reviewing the demographic information for Fully customers we saw a large
opportunity to focus on a new target audience. Knowing that women make the
majority of purchasing decisions for households (94% of home furnishing and
70–80% overall customer purchases) this was a great opportunity for Fully to
focus on to help improve customer retention.
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Content Recommendation
During our initial discovery presentation we recommended that Fully create more
product content, particularly videos, to help customers make decisions quicker.
Based on research we did on YouTube review videos, competitive media, and product
review articles we learned that the value add of seeing the product in action was super
helpful for customers when making a purchase decision.
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Fully – Navigation recommendations
When reviewing the fully navigation and IA structure we quickly noticed a lot of pain
points for customers. There were too many options within each navigation category
and all categories were poorly organized with no clear hierarchy.
We provided three new navigation structures that we wanted to test to determine
the best way forward to help customers.
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Desired Journey
In our research we saw that returning users were more likely to make a purchase and that
it took customers multiple visits to decide on a product choice and finish their purchase.
Based on these insights we outlined a desired customer journey to improve buyer confidence.
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Curate and filter
As part of the navigation restructure we suggested reorganizing category pages based on
defined subcategories within the original navigation. For some of the product descriptions,
such as materials and size, we recommended designing a new filtering system that used
human terminology to help customers find products based on their household needs.
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Filter Options Wireframe Explorations
One design option provided the user with a wide range of filters to help drill down
to their desired product based on their needs and aesthetic preferences.
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Chicklet Filter Wireframe Explorations
The second exploration focused on the thumbnail structure for products and materials.
Pricing and popularity filters were placed into a sort drop down selector.
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Final Wireframes
After a few rounds of designs we came to a solution that integrated the product
thumbnail into a filter drop down.
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Mobile A/B testing
For the mobile part of the A/B test we focused on the category filter interaction.
We wanted to see which drop down style users preferred; the in-page expanded drop
down with thumbnails or the mobile based filter scroll selection.
Ultimately users preferred Option A.

A
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B

Desktop A/B testing
For the desktop test we looked at the user’s preference of showing product type
thumbnails or not showing a product list on the category page. In option A users
would need to go to the nav to select a specific product type.
Users preferred option B.

A
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B

UI Designs
After user testing we did another round of design
explorations, this time focusing on a more refined
UI design. We developed three options for the product
type filter: a responsive filter drop down, top bar
thumbnails, or side bar thumbnails.
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McKinsey Quarterly Five Fifty
As a part of the McKinsey Dotcom design team I work closely
with the McKinsey Quarterly editorial team to develop new
publishing innovations to help drive more traffic and reader
engagement.
The Five Fifty is a quick briefing in five minutes on a core
topic that is published on a bi-weekly basis. The goal
of the Five Fifty is to help busy executives separate the
signal from the noise for key business topics. Each edition
links readers to deeper dive articles to explore the topic
in more detail.
Role: UX Strategy, UX Research, Design and art direction,
UX/UI design, illustration

Visit site

Read Five Fifty edition

Editorial Strategy
To help set a clear editorial definition of the Five Fifty I worked with editorial
stakeholders to clearly visualize the strategy of the Five Fifty. I designed
this Venn diagram to help the team refer to as we began concepting and
designing editions for launch. This diagram helped refine multiple elements
of editions, especially when focusing on simplified exhibits.

Overall Vision

Filtering
Filtering
Separate the signal form the noise to make it faster and easier for
executives to find the management knowledge they need.
Synthesis
Reduce the time executives spend consuming and assimilating the
knowledge they need by providing the most important takeaways of
knowledge in short, snack-able bits.

Discovery

Synthesis

Discovery
Help executives make connections between critical management
concepts and domains

McKinsey & Company
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Screen breakdown
As we began structuring content for each edition I designed a simple flow chart
for each screen’s content goal as a reader scrolled down the edition. In the flow
diagram I accounted for the narrative of each screen to make sure we were not

Content Structure

complicating each screen for readers.

Overview

Minute 1: Overview
A brief synopsis of the Five Fifty Issue

Situation

Minute 2: Situation
The who, what, and why of the Issue

Complication

Solution

Deep Dive/Leave Behind

Minute 3: Complication
The problem facing the industry

Minute 4: Solution
Ideas and thinking to help solve the problem

Minute 5: Deep Dive/Leave Behind
More information for users to learn more for their business needs
McKinsey & Company
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Omni-channel Strategy
Along with the edition strategy we crafted a simple omni-channel strategy based
on reader goals and needs across devices and engagement opportunities.

Omni-Channel Thinking

For tablet devices we decided to use the desktop build since that version provided
the best reader experience on tablet.

How our users will engage with each Five Fifty Issue across multiple channels.

Mobile

Desktop

Email

Social Channels

The full interactive experience for Ceros built
for mobile screens
Screen width (1x): 320px
Safety: 280px
Content: 260px
Height: Full

The full interactive experience for Ceros
built for desktop screens
screen width (1x): 1440px
Safety: 1280
Content: 1024px
Height: Full

Static or simple animation charts
and inforgraphis and main intro visual

Use Expectations:

Use Expectations:

Static mobile experience. Majority
of images will be static with a few
animated gif exceptions*
screen width: 640px
safety: 600px
Content: 580px
Height: Full

• On The Go Reading

• Read/Save Deep Articles

• Share Quickly

• Download Charts (if possible)

• Read/Save deep Articles

• Surprise/Delight Guide

• Surprise/Delight Guide

• Quick Interactions

• Quick Interactions

• Download Leave Behind PDF

• Email Sign Up

• Share Quickly
• Email Sign Up

Use Expectations:
• Launch each issue
• Direct to Issues
• Share Key Graphics

Use Expectations:
• On The Go Reading
• Quick Scans
• Static Imagery

Channels:
Facebook & Twitter

• Link to fuller experience
(Links always to McKinsey product)
*gif usage is TBD.

Suggest using mobile view for tablet devices.
For both portrait and landscape views
Joe Paganucci – joepgas@gmail.com
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A quick briefing in
five—or a fifty-minute
deeper dive.
Share this

Overview Screen:
Includes logo/tagline, share buttons, overview
illustration and intro copy

Wireframes with Analytics
Hotspots: Share buttons and Down arrow
Hotspot prefix: OVR_

Once the team felt strongly about each screen’s content goals we created
a simple wireframe of each edition. Each screen was broken into a few clear

Screen 001:
Includes headline, paragraph, exhibit,
deep dive link

pieces to help draw the reader down the page. To help with analytics tracking

Hotspots: In-line links (INL), exhibits,
Deep Dive (DD)
Hotspot prefix: SCR001_
Hotspot Actions: CLK (click), TGL (toggle),
Open, Show

I created a naming convention to be used when building each edition in the
cloud based design program Ceros.

Screen 002:
Includes headline, paragraph, exhibit,
deep dive link
Hotspots: In-line links (INL), exhibits,
Deep Dive (DD)
Hotspot prefix: SCR002_
Hotspot Actions: CLK (click), TGL (toggle),
Open, Show

Screen 003:
Includes headline, paragraph, exhibit,
deep dive link
Hotspots: In-line links (INL), exhibits,
Deep Dive (DD)
Hotspot prefix: SCR003_
Hotspot Actions: CLK (click), TGL (toggle),
Open, Show

A quick briefing in
five—or a fifty-minute
deeper dive.
Share this

Overview Screen:
Includes logo/tagline, share buttons, overview
illustration and intro copy
Hotspots: Share buttons and Down arrow
Hotspot prefix: OVR_

Final Screen:
Includes headline, paragraph, Deep Dive links
(or download link,) Subscribe link, share links,
back to top link, and logo

Screen 001:
Includes headline, paragraph, exhibit,
deep dive link
Hotspots: In-line links (INL), exhibits,
Deep Dive (DD)
Hotspot prefix: SCR001_
Hotspot Actions: CLK (click), TGL (toggle),
Open, Show
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Screen 002:
Includes headline, paragraph, exhibit,
deep dive link

Screen 003:
Includes headline, paragraph, exhibit,
deep dive link

Hotspots: In-line links (INL), exhibits,
Deep Dive (DD)
Hotspot prefix: SCR002_
Hotspot Actions: CLK (click), TGL (toggle),
Open, Show

Hotspots: In-line links (INL), exhibits,
Deep Dive (DD)
Hotspot prefix: SCR003_
Hotspot Actions: CLK (click), TGL (toggle),
Open, Show

Final Screen:
Includes headline, paragraph, Deep Dive links
(or download link,) Subscribe link, share links,
back to top link, and logo

Hotspots: Deep Dive (DD), share, subscribe,
download
Hotspot prefix: FNL_
Hotspot Actions: CLK (click), Open

or a fifty-minute deeper dive.

Digital Declines

Annual change at current level of digitization¹

What happens once industries digitize fully?
New entrants and increased competition
drive down revenue and profit growth.

Design Explorations

Current digitization

Bottom
quartile
Change in
EBIT
growth

Full digitization

–6.0

What does the digitization of industries mean
for future revenue and profit growth? McKinsey
put that question to 2,135 global executives
in a survey late last year. The findings are bad
news for average companies.

–10.2

EBIT

–12.1

Revenue
REVENUE

Dive Deeper
Article: “The Case for Digital
Reinvention.”

SCROLL TO CONTINUE READING

Companies and industries are slower
to go digital than you might think.
As of 2016, industries were an average
only 40 percent digitized, according
to survey responses.

The average and bottom-performing
quartiles will feel the most pain as digital
further separates winners and losers.

Bottom
quartile

Some core
change

Dive Deeper

Article: “The Case for Digital
Reinvention.”

All of which begs the question: is your company
performance average, or worse? If so, you’ll need
bold moves to jump into the top quartile.

Now you’ve read the five, take
a fifty-minute deeper dive.
Article: “The Case for Digital
Reinvention.”

De-risk

Average
4.5%

Deliver

+0.8%

Design

Article: “The seven decisions
that matter in a digital
transformation: A CEO’s guide
to reinvention.”

Change in
revenue growth

Minor
secondary
change

Download PDF
–6.4%

Average
6.0%

Estimated based on survey responses
and McKinsey analysis.

1

No change

Next Issue

Discover industry level insights
needed to identify sources of disruption

0

SCROLL TO CONTINUE READING
Dive Deeper

Digital reaching

Dive Deeper

–2.2%

–7.7%

In this edition:

Dominantly

Discover industry level insights
needed to identify sources of disruption

Top
quartile

Change in
EBIT
growth

MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT

digital
Joe Paganucci
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Estimated based on survey responses
and McKinsey analysis.

1

Annual change at current level of digitization¹

Digital reaching
mainstream

100%

Average
6.0%

Reinvent Yourself

Feeling It

Dominantly
digital

Fully digitized

–6.4%

Design

100%

Fully digitized

Companies and industries are slower
to go digital than you might think.
As of 2016, industries were an average
only 40 percent digitized, according
to survey responses.

Deliver

Article: “The seven decisions
that matter in a digital
transformation: A CEO’s guide
to reinvention.”

Going digital … slowly

Going digital … slowly

De-risk

Change in
revenue growth

The digital effect
on performance

What does the digitization of industries mean
for future revenue and profit growth? McKinsey
put that question to 2,135 global executives
in a survey late last year. The findings are bad
news for average companies.

Average
4.5%
+0.8%

In this edition:

The digital effect
on performance

–2.2%

–7.7%

–4.5

A quick briefing in five–
or a fifty-minute deeper dive.

Top
quartile

Article: “The Case for Digital
Reinvention.”

Dive Deeper
Article: “The Case for Digital
Reinvention.”

Digital Declines

Reinvent Yourself

What happens once industries digitize fully?
New entrants and increased competition
drive down revenue and profit growth.

All of which begs the question: is your company
performance average, or worse? If so, you’ll need
bold moves to jump into the top quartile.

Dive Deeper
Article: “The seven decisions
that matter in a digital
transformation: A CEO’s guide
to reinvention.”

Back to Top

Overview Screen Explorations
For each edition we design an overview illustration meant to depict the
edition’s topic in an engaging visual style.

A quick briefing in five–
or a fifty-minute deeper dive.

In this edition:

The digital effect
on performance

A quick briefing in five–
or a fifty-minute deeper dive.

In this edition:

Evaluate this

What does the digitization of industries mean
for future revenue and profit growth? McKinsey
put that question to 2,135 global executives
in a survey late last year. The findings are bad
news for average companies.

Want better performance from your
employees? Drop the annual review
process, and its ill-fitting stack-and-rank
ratings approach. You're better off
crowd sourcing evaluations as part of a
new approach to motivating workers.

SCROLL TO CONTINUE READING

SCROLL TO CONTINUE READING
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A quick briefing in five–
or a fifty-minute deeper dive.

A quick briefing in five–
or a fifty-minute deeper dive.

In this edition:

In this edition:

More than 75 percent of CEOs have made gender
equality a top priority at their companies. So why
do men still get paid more, and promoted more
often, than women?

More than 75 percent of CEOs have made gender
equality a top priority at their companies. So why
do men still get paid more, and promoted more
often, than women?

SCROLL TO CONTINUE READING

SCROLL TO CONTINUE READING

A quick briefing in five–
or a fifty-minute deeper dive.

In this edition:

The front lines of gender
inequality

The front lines of gender
inequality

The digital effect
on performance
What does the digitization of industries mean
for future revenue and profit growth? McKinsey
put that question to 2,135 global executives
in a survey late last year. The findings are bad
news for average companies.
SCROLL TO CONTINUE READING

Exhibit Design Patterns
To help push reader engagement I designed a pattern library that
focuses on interactive exhibits based on usability best practices.
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Email and social
Each edition has an email and social message to help drive traffic during the first
week the edition is live. The email strategy was to drive readers to the edition by
enticing with a strong factoid. The social strategy has evolved during the Five Fifty
lifespan to focus on key factoids for each edition.

Innovating bold

Fast and modular

Want a more innovative company? Check your aspirations—and
your willingness to make tough choices.

Want to move faster, ﬂy higher, and perform like a top technology
company? Try the modular approach to platforms.

Get your brieﬁng

Get your brieﬁng

Innovation requires bold aspirations and disciplined choices.

Platforms help remedy the increasingly slow pace at which today’s
companies are moving.

% of companies that have mastered each innovation essential
Average time in months to deliver a new corporate IT project

Aspire

10

Choose

9.5

65
47

9

8.5

20
Top performers

12

Laggards

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Average time in days to hire a new employee

2015

63

42

Get bold

2010

2015

Get modular
Follow us

This email contains information about McKinsey’s research, insights, services, or events. By opening
our emails or clicking on links, you agree to our use of cookies and web tracking technology. For
more information on how we use and protect your information, please review our privacy policy.

Follow us

You received this email because you subscribed to our McKinsey Quarterly newsletter.
Manage subscriptions | Unsubscribe
Copyright © 2019 | McKinsey & Company, 55 East 52nd Street, New York, New York 10022

This email contains information about McKinsey’s research, insights, services, or events. By opening
our emails or clicking on links, you agree to our use of cookies and web tracking technology. For
more information on how we use and protect your information, please review our privacy policy.
You received this email because you subscribed to our McKinsey Quarterly newsletter.
Manage subscriptions | Unsubscribe
Copyright © 2019 | McKinsey & Company, 55 East 52nd Street, New York, New York 10022
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Test

Review

Week 4
Folder Structure
and Edition Process Plan

Launch

- Edition Launched on DotCom

- UX designer adds SEO data

- Team Review

- UX designer adds canonical URL
(from SEO team)

- Last Minute updates

Along with UX strategy and design I focus on the edition work flow and project- Test
- UX designer adds Adobe SEO code

management. Our small agile team collaborates closely on all aspects of the
Five
Fifty
including
most
efficient work flow.
Mckinsey
Quarterly
Five Fiftythe
Edition
Timeline

08.24.17

Design production plan: 4 editions per month
Design Schedule (1 designer per 2 editions)

To create 4 editions per month we will use 2 designers at 50% time. Each
Review
Reviewfor 2 editions.
designer will be
responsible for creating all the design needs
Each designer will work with the editor of each edition to craft the best
copy for all design assets. Along with working with an editor each designer
- Team Review of Viz direction
- Team Review of viz direction updates
will collaborate
and data viz designswith a data visual designer to help design engaging and
interactive exhibits.

Week 1
- Editior concepts and creates 4 editions (prior week)
- Shares with ux designer and data viz designer
- Designers concept viz direction
- Build framework Ceros experience

The monthly process will be broken into phases. The first two editions
of the next month will kick off at the beginning of the month to be ready
for launch at the beginning of the next month. The remaining editions
will kick off the third week of the month to be launched in the third week
of the following month. This will create a consistent workstream for each
Review
Review
designer on a monthly timeline.
Design for the first new Five Fifty Edition (#10 ) will begin on October 9th.
- Team Review of 5/50 designs
Team Review of
This schedule
does not account for editorial time-5/50
needed
to develop 4
design updates
- UX Designer builds remaining
designper
assetsmonth. The working hypothesis is that editorial will work
editions
one month ahead of design (2 months before edition launch), unless
a theme appears thatties to current events nicely. A fully designed edition
could be fast-tracked in 2 weeks in that case.

Week 2
- UX designer builds static designs
in illustrator (Mobile/Desktop)

Review

Review

Week 3
- UX designer builds out ceros experience

- Team Review of 5/50 designs

- UX designer supplies embed code to devs

- UX designer supplies embed
code to dev team (in edition box note)

Test

- Team Review of
5/50 design updates
- SEO team supplies met-data
and canonical URL

Review

Launch

Week 4
- Edition Launched on DotCom

- UX designer adds SEO data

- Team Review

- UX designer adds canonical URL
(from SEO team)

- Last Minute updates

- UX designer adds Adobe SEO code

To create 4 editions per month we will use 2 designers at 50% time. Each
designer will be responsible for creating all the design needs for 2 editions.
Each designer will work with the editor of each edition to craft the best
copy for all design assets. Along with working with an editor each designer
will collaborate with a data visual designer to help design engaging and
interactive exhibits.
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The monthly process will be broken into phases. The first two editions

- Test

Designer to-dos per edition
Mobile Ceros Experience

Email Design

Desktop Ceros Experience

Animated GIF (first data viz per edition)

Hotspots Naming/Links

Static frame from GIF

Designer to-dos per edition
Mobile Ceros Experience

Email Design

Desktop Ceros Experience

Animated GIF (first data viz per edition)

Hotspots Naming/Links

Static frame from GIF

SEO Setup within Ceros (adobe code, meta-data)

DotCom Thumbnail

Canonical URL added (ceros & download pdf )

Social Share

Image Alt tags

Instagram Square Design

Quarterly Page Hero Ceros Module

Download PDF Cover art
Ceros Dotcom Disruptor

Edition success rates
During the lifespan of the Five Fifty I have been on reviewing the quantitative analytics to help
uncover insights and potential opportunities to test or improve the Five Fifty. To help showcase
to editorial stakeholders that edition success rate should be more than just unique visitors I
developed a simple edition scorecard. The scorecard was based on email CTOR rates, edition
visitors, average time on page, edition engagement, and deep dive clicks. I wanted to show that
even if an edition had a low visitor number that didn’t mean the edition wasn’t successful from
a reader engagement perspective.

Edition Scorecards
Edition scorecard based on first week engagement numbers

Numbers are based on each edition’s week of release (Tuesday–Monday)
Above average

250

Below average

Average

Top quartile

Dig eff

Strat vs exec

200
Eval

150
CEO

Bet Dec

Year mod

100

Go long

Gut

Gen eq

Recipe

Rude

Average

Org grow
Shop
50

Ulrg
Activist

Sav Surprise

0
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Improvement recommendations
Along with the edition analytics analysis I worked on developing hypotheses based
on quantitative insights to help improve Five Fifty engagement across email, edition,
promotion opportunities, and SEO improvements. The main focus has been on refining
the email and the SEO tagging structure to help drive readers to engaging editions.

Hypothesis: By creating a clear introduction
to the Five Fifty email readers will be more
likely to open each email.

Hypothesis: Creating contextual based SEO
title tags that are more broad will help drive
traffic through search.

Hypothesis: By redesigning the 5/50 to focus
more on the edition’s story from start to end
we will see a higher number of engaged readers
progressing through the edition and better
engagement with the final screen deep dive links.

Hypothesis: By continuing to create the
edition pdf (for editions with only McKinsey
based deep dives) our engagement numbers
will increase throughout the Five Fifty.
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Results
Over 100k email subscribers in first six months
Added over one million visitors to McKinsey dotcom since launch
Average time on page: One minute
~20% higher click rate than average McKinsey reader
The 20% who click a link spend ~9 minutes in article pages per visit
(2.5x higher session time for readers who do not click)
55% return visitor rate with a 10–30% retention rate per month
Integration of interactive exhibits within dotcom CMS
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McKinsey Interactive Exhibits
After the success of the Five Fifty interactive exhibit types
we wanted to implement those design patterns into dotcom
to help improve reader engagement.
These new designs would remove the need to use a web-based
design program that causes numerous accessibility issues.
The design patterns would also help solve work stream and
time management issues for the data viz design team.
Role: UX Strategy, UX/UI design

Discovery
To begin the project I ran an audit on the known interactive exhibits
on dotcom. It became clear that each exhibit had it’s own structure
loosely following a few simple slide interactions used on the web.
We wanted to make sure that the new exhibit design patterns fit
into best practices so we spent some time doing research on
way finding and slideshow interaction best practices. Along with
this we reviewed the competitive landscape to see what other
sites did for their exhibit designs.
Based on our research we decided to focus on four interaction types:
a carousel, button groups, tabs, and a dropdown selector.
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Sketches
After our discovery phase I began sketching multiple layout options for
the exhibit types we decided to focus on.
Our exhibit work flow is the create static images so the image content block
helped provide button position expectations for the design explorations.
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Design exploration – Carousel
All of the design explorations were based on the button styles and color
guidelines available in the Dotcom Design System.
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Design exploration – Button groups
I explored multiple variants of button groups based on established design patterns
in our design system. I also explored a few unique layouts and new color options to
see how new design patterns could work.
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Design exploration – Tabs
I explored top and left side tab positions along with different background
options for each tab placement.
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Design exploration – Mobile
When the team reviewed these design explorations we decided to focus on two
interaction types for mobile: carousels and a dropdown selector. The tabs did
not fit and the button groups felt awkward to interact with.
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Final design patterns
During this exploration phase I collaborated with our Design System lead
designer on design patterns based on the larger McKinsey Design System.
Through this collaboration we came to a few new design patterns to be used
for interactive exhibits.
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User Testing
To help guide and define future enhancements I ran a series of moderated and
unmoderated user tests recently. After feedback from the moderated tests
I updated the designs to include a hover state over the image in the carousel
to see how users responded. Each exhibit type was placed into the article design
to help set context for the participants.
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User Testing
During the test we asked participants for their impressions on all the exhibits
in each article regardless of the exhibit being interactive. We wanted to take
the opportunity to see if there were any enhancement opportunities on our
exhibit designs and article layout.
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Editorial guidelines
To help introduce the new exhibit design patterns to editorial colleagues I am writing
an exhibit editorial guideline to define each exhibit type while providing best practice
suggestion and use case examples for each exhibit type.
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Notes
This is the first phase of this project. The initial dev sprint
is only focusing on our article template, but the goal is to
implement these exhibits across all of our templates so the
exhibits can be potentially used on all types of pages on
McKinsey.com. Along with this we are working on having multiple
background color options available in our CMS for the exhibits.
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MyYL.com – E2
To help improve new enrollee subscriptions Young Living
established a new feature to let enrollees add starter kits
to their monthly orders. Along with this, Young Living was
testing a new 6-month package subscription that would be
integrated into the Enroll with me process. The MyYL team
was asked to update the Enroll with me subscription sign up
flow to include these new features.

Visit site

User Journey Maps
To start we went back to review the user journey maps we had initially
created when MyYL was initially launched. We wanted to make sure these
maps still clearly told user goals and needs as it pertained to the new
Enroll with Me features.

MELISSA – PROSPECTIVE MEMBER
FEMALE, AGE 37

ROSEMARY – PRODUCT USER
FEMALE, AGE 48

Melissa is…

Rosemary is…

• Focused on her family
• Feels like work distracts from family

She runs into her friend
who introduced her to Young
Living. Her friend discusses the
financial benefits of her Young
Living business

DECISION MAKING
Melissa does research on her
friend’s Young Living business site
and likes what she reads.

• Looking for strong family & financial balance
• Active lifestyle

• Loves her Products for how they help

Young Living Touch points:
• Friend’s Young Living events
• Word Of Mouth with Friends
• Business Research on Young Living Websites
(business owner/corporate sites)
Emotions:
Anxiety - Not sure of business skills

•

I
I
I
I
I
Ii
Ii
fll

Melissa begins to tell her
friends about the benefits of
Young Living products

Excitement - Potentials of new business
Anxiety - Starting business
Step-by-step guide to setup site
Happiness - Site is live
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• Young Living Corporate site product purchases

AWARENESS
She begins to use her
products at home. She starts to
enjoy their benefits.

an

e
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en e o

er

o a t

ran s

at

Emotions:
Anxiety - Not sure of business skills
Unease - Unsure of networking marketing

ie

Quote : "I want to feel in control and empowered, and I want to replace toxins
in my home. I know that there's a natural and hopefully cost-efficient way to do
that, but I'm not sure where to begin."

Ill
Ii
It
Ii
11:

Frustration - After learning about a friend’s
new business based on her insights

PURCHASE
Sets up social media
accounts and a blog for
her new company.

Happiness - Site is live

AWARENESS

PURCHASE

Melissa visits her friend’s (a parent
to one of her child’s classmates)
Young Living calendar event to
buy products.

She is now carrying her
favorite products for herself
to use and talk up the benefits
to help her business grow.

3
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DECISION MAKING
She signs up to become
a member and potentially
sell her own products.

Anxiety - Starting business
Step-by-step guide to setup site

PURCHASE
She is now throwing


Young Living events for
11 friends.

She happily talks up the many
qualities of Young living products
to her friends while letting friends
try for themselves

• With Friends discussing/sharing products

an

e

AWARENESS

• Daily use of Products

As she edges toward 40, Melissa wants to s tay as active and young as possible
oo

Rosemary then does more
research on Young Living through
her friend’s website

Young Living Touch points:

Melissa is a fit, married moth er of two children (ages 9 and 3), who is proactive
her and her fam ily's h ealth. She's open-minded when it comes to natural
solutions that are a replacemen t/complement to traditi onal medicine. Mel issa
w orks but would like to retain her income while owning more of her own time .
She 's active on-line and especially on social media, where she follows several
influential "mommy blo ggers " and prom'1 nent P interest pinners. Sh e's a spiritu
al, service -orien ted person who l oves to share new ide as and discoveri es with
h er friends and family. She shops at Trader J oe's, Lulul emon, and Whole Foods
and tends to b ecome an on- and off-li ne evangelist fo r brands and companies
sh e l ikes.
ab out

oes

DECISION MAKING

She learns that a friends has recently
started her own Young Living business.
Because of Rosemary’s insight into Young
Living products. Her friend enjoys the extra
spending money she earns.

• Uses Personal Care and Healthy
and Fit products

Young Living B l:!J er Persona S

Dll
DECISION
MAKING

11:

• Is very social/outgoing with her friends

"Melissa" - Prospective Member
Female, age 37

11 up tondbecome
is l king f n tu l lu i ns t d so. Sh 's bu y nd u
ful d
She signs
d n't mind giving h r lf w ll-d r d p mp ri g f om tim to tim .
ll and potentially
a member
i nd th nflu c f h
M li
is d i n t
ti n by u s she b l
ct d, d l y l o b d th
f mily nd fri d . Sh ' nerg t c, w ll-c
Ii
sell her own products.
sh f ls l v h r b ck nd g e b ck soc ty.
1:
II

• Looking for a part-time opportunity

wn11 rrn CONHNI

a

Unease - Unsure of networking marketing

• Is a big Word of Mouth proponent
of Young Living

AWARENESS

• Knowledgeable on Natural Solutions
I
I
I

AWARENESS

• Already a Young Living Member,
but only for herself

AWARENESS

• Wants more time for herself and family

AWARENESS
Rosemary uses Young Living
personal care products at home
and on the go regularly.
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Custom Enrollment
Admin User Flows

MyYL USER FLOW:
CUSTOMER ENROLLMENT – ADMIN
WELCOME

3

The admin user flow for custom enrollments matched the

SELECT STARTER KIT

ENROLLMENT PACKAGE

SETUP REWARDS KIT

10

4

same steps the new enrollee went through while signing up.

WELCOME
YOUR ENROLLMENT
PACKAGE IS UPDATED

1

We created a simple five step process for members to create
new enrollment packages.

ENROLLMENT PACKAGE

2

SETUP PACKAGE

ADMIN HOME

5

BACK TO ACCOUNT

6

SELECT KIT

BACK TO ACCOUNT

SET UP ENROLLMENT
PACKAGE

NEXT STEP

SELECT STARTER KIT

7

BACK TO ACCOUNT

REVIEW
8

CREATE CUSTOM ESSENTIAL
REWARDS KIT

The main updates to the admin flow were to the review

ADMIN HOME
9

BACK TO ACCOUNT

pages. We directed members to a review products page that

DONE

REVIEW CUSTOM ENROLLMENT
PACKAGE

let them go back to edit products if need be.

MEMBER ADMIN FLOW
Member admin will be updated to support set up
and management of the Custom Enrollment package.
1

1

ADMIN HOME PAGE

4

A new section is added to a member’s home
page: custom enrollment
2

SET UP PACKAGE BUTTON
Member selects button to begin the new
enrollment setup process.

3

ENROLLMENT PAGE
On the first step of the enrollment page set up,
nembers can add a bio and welcome gift details.
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MEMBER FORM FIELDS

7

Members add in their bio and enrollment
information to be included on the enrollment
page.
5

SELECT STARTER KIT

Members review their custom enrollment
package details
8

CREATE CUSTOM ESSENTIAL REWARDS KIT
Members can select a pre-set Essential Rewards
Kit or customize their own kit with products
they choose. We'll guide members to choose kits
that will work well as monthly shipments.

EDIT BUTTONS
Will allow members to edit each section
of the page.

Directs members to select the starter kit and
diffuser they'd like to offer to new enrollees.
6

REVIEW BUTTON

9

DONE BUTTON – ENROLLMENT SET UP
Completes custom enrollment page setup and
publishes enrollment page to MyYL/member.

10

CONFIRMATION MODULE
A pop-up module that gives members
confirmation for new enrollment
updates have been saved.

Sketches
After reviewing the current design and potential simple check box updates
in Miro I met with the product managers to further refine the feature
goals, requirements, and begin sketching potential solutions. During our
conversation we explored one screen and multiple screen designs for the
monthly order setup.
Since we are a remote team we bring a small whiteboard to our work
sessions to let all participants sketch numerous ideas quickly.
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Round one wireframes
Once we felt confident about the direction we were going
I began designing the pages using the MyYL design system
components. Working in Sketch was a quick process because
of the design system framework in place.
We used Miro to review the wireframes and user flow.
Within Miro we began to break down the wireframes
and quickly realized this solution was breaking apart
from a structural perspective and was still quite confusing
on next steps for new enrollees.
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Round two wireframes
Before we began refining the designs we took a step back to explore how other
companies setup enrollment flows on their websites. The new phone + plan purchase
flow used by Apple and other phone carriers stood out to us as an easy to use flow
based on the clear step-by-step guide system. We then looked to update the monthly
enrollment flow based on these insights.
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MyYL.com – Final designs
Once we finalized the designs and user flow we began designing all the potential use cases
depending on how a member structured their enrollment package. The Lifestyle Journey
package was put on hold by Young Living so the main use case was for users to customize
their order. Multiple markets do not require enrollees to select a starter kit so that use case
was accounted for in the final designs.

Lifestyle Journey package tab option
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Custom order tab option

No Lifestyle Journey package available in market

No Starter Kit available in market

MyYL.com – Results
Available in over 20 markets globally
20k Subscribers
Bounce Rate: 8.03% (63% on Youngliving.com)
Average time on page: 1:25 (1:01 on Youngliving.com)
Conversion Rate: 3.25% (~1% higher than Youngliving.com)
Average Enrollment/First time purchase: $218 ($171)
Last 6 month referral rate: +$6 Million
New enrollments: +$1 Million

Watch consumer video
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Watch admin video

MyYL.com – Manage Products
While at the 2019 Young Living Convention the MyYL product
team ran multiple focus group sessions with members to learn
new insights and pain points. The main recurring ask from
members was access to all Young Living products on MyYL.
At launch it was decided to only showcase Young Living popular
products on MyYL.

Watch admin video

EDIT PRODUCTS
SIGN OUT

ADD/REMOVE PRODUCTS

SIGN OUT

ADD/REMOVE PRODUCTS

Initial user flow
1

SIGN OUT

SIGN OUT

ADD/REMOVE PRODUCTS

ADD/REMOVE PRODUCTS

SIGN OUT

SIGN OUT

ADD/REMOVE PRODUCTS

FEATURED PRODUCTS

SIGN OUT

RANK PRODUCTS

WELCOME TO YOUR
BUSINESS PAGE

FEATURED PRODUCTS

3

2

4

6
8

To start the design process we looked at the current user flow that focused

VIEW YOUR WEBSITE

5

FEATURED PRODUCTS

FEATURED PRODUCTS

on a simple list of products within multiple category groupings.
REVIEW PRODUCTS

REVIEW PRODUCTS

EDIT PRODUCTS

7

FEATURED PRODUCTS

REVIEW PRODUCTS

ADDED PRODUCTS

PRODUCT DETAIL

REVIEW PRODUCTS

REVIEW PRODUCTS

REMOVE PRODUCTS

REMOVE PRODUCTS

FEATURED PRODUCTS

9

EDIT THEME

DONE

RANK PRODUCTS

ADMIN PORTAL

PERSONALIZED WEBSITE USER FLOW:
EDIT PRODUCTS
SIGN OUT

ADD/REMOVE PRODUCTS

SIGN OUT

ADD/REMOVE PRODUCTS

SIGN OUT

SIGN OUT

ADD/REMOVE PRODUCTS

ADD/REMOVE PRODUCTS

SIGN OUT

ADD/REMOVE PRODUCTS

FEATURED PRODUCTS

1

SIGN OUT

SIGN OUT

RANK PRODUCTS

WELCOME TO YOUR
BUSINESS PAGE

FEATURED PRODUCTS

3

2
4

6
8

VIEW YOUR WEBSITE

5

FEATURED PRODUCTS

FEATURED PRODUCTS

REVIEW PRODUCTS

EDIT PRODUCTS

1

REVIEW PRODUCTS

REVIEW PRODUCTS

ADDED PRODUCTS

BEST SELLING CATEGORIES

PRODUCT DETAIL

3

All products will be withing a best
selling category
2

PRODUCT ADDED

REVIEW PRODUCTS

REVIEW PRODUCTS

REMOVE PRODUCTS

REMOVE PRODUCTS

5

When a product is added the added
icon and CTA will change. Tapping
on the added button again will
remove a product. The product tally
within the featured product drawer
will add one product.

ADD PRODUCT
Members can quickly add products
to their website by tapping on the
add button on each product
container.

7

FEATURED PRODUCTS

4

PRODUCT DETAIL

6

1

BEST SELLING CATEGORIES

3

PRODUCT ADDED

REMOVE PRODUCT

FEATURED PRODUCT DRAWER

EDIT THEME

RANK PRODUCTS

7

REVIEW BUTTON

ADMIN PORTAL

9

Once done members are directed to
review their featured products. While
reviewing they can reorder or rank
their products within each category.

8

To remove a product members
simply tap the remove button. When
tapped a text line appears telling
members they removed a product
and the product tally subtracts one.

5

9

DONE

A member’s featured products will be
withing a collapsed drawer locked at
the bottom of the screen. It will sit
above the review products button. To
expand the drawer a user need to tap
the exapnd arrow.

The detail button shows extra details
about each product such as uses,
price, and icons. A close button will
appear in place of the details button.
Members can still add products from
this view.
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FEATURED PRODUCT DRAWER

FEATURED PRODUCTS

DONE BUTTON
The done button returns members to
the admin portal.

RANK BUTTONS
Members can simply tap the
up/down arrows to move the
placement of a product within a
categroy.

7

REVIEW BUTTON

9

DONE BUTTON

Best Selling Single Oils
15 Products
Add

Category Name

Product Name
#5678

Initial wireframes

Details

Add

Category Name

Product Name
#5678

Details

The initial search design focused on Young Living’s best selling products and let users
add products to be grouped by established
product categories.
www.youngliving.org/yleotest

Add

Category Name

Product Name
#5678

www.youngliving.org/yleotest

Details

Sign Out

Product Name

Add or Remove Products

#5678

Add or remove our best selling Young Living products
to your website.

www.youngliving.org/yleotest
Sign Out

Best Selling Single Oils

Details

#5678
Details
www.youngliving.org/yleotest
Sign Out

www.youngliving.org/yleotest
My Products

Add

Category Name

Product Name

Expand Allwww.youngliving.org/yleotest
Categories

Sign Out

Added

Category Name

Best Selling Oil Blends

Sign Out

15 Products

Rank Products
Sign Out

11 Products in My Products.

Best Selling
Single Oils
www.youngliving.org/yleotest

Add or Remove Products
Name
Add
or removeCategory
our best
selling Young LivingRemove
products
My Products
Sign Out
Product Name
to
your
website.
11 Products in My Products.

#5678

Details

Add or Remove Products
Best Selling Single Oils

Add or Remove Products

Category Name
Add or Remove
ProductsAdd
Product Name

Best Selling
Kits
Add
or Remove
Products

Add or remove our best selling Young Living products
to your website.

Add or remove#5678
our best selling Young LivingDetails
products
to your website.

Add or remove our best selling Young Living products
to your website.
Add
Category Name

Name
Remove
Category
Name
Add or removeCategory
our best
selling Young LivingRemove
products
Product
Product Name
Name
to your website.

Expand All Categories

Expand All Categories

#5678
Expand All Categories

Expand All Categories

Best Selling Single Oils

Best Selling Single Oils

Best Selling Oil Blends

Best Selling Oil Blends
Product Name

Category Name

Product Name
#5678

Category Name

#5678

Best Selling Kits

Best Selling Kits

Best Selling Healthy & Fit

Best Selling Product
Healthy Name
& Fit

Category Name

#5678

Best Selling At Home

Details

Add
Details

Added

Best
Selling
Oils consectetur adipiscing elit,
Lorem
ipsum Single
dolor sit amet,
sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore
magna.

Best Selling Oil Blends
Use For:
Energizing
Best Selling Kits
Attract Prosperity

#5678

Category Name

Category
Category Name
Name

Product
Product Name
Name
#5678
#5678

Add

Category Name

Product Name
Other Popular
Products
#5678

Details
Category Name

Add
Details

Add

Product Name

My
Products
Best
Selling Kits

My Products

10 in My Products

10 in My Products

10 in My Products

Category
Category Name
Name

Product
Product Name
Name
#5678
#5678

Category Name

Details

Add

Product
Name
Review
Products

Category Name

Product Name
#5678

My Products
Remove
Details
Remove

10 Products

Category Name

Best Selling Product
Single Oils
Name
#5676

Details

Details

Product Name
#5678

Best Selling Kits
Remove
Remove
Details
Details

Remove
Remove
Details
Details

Remove
Remove

Product
Name
Product
Name
Product Removed
from
Your Featured Products
#5678
Details
#5678
Details

Category Name
Category Name

Product
Product Name
Name
#5677
#5676

Details

Remove

Category Name

Best Selling Product
Kits
Name
#5678

#5677

Category Name

Product Name
#5678

#5678

Done

Review
Products
Product
Name
Product Removed
from
Your Featured Products
#5678

Details

Product Name
Added

Product Name
#5678

Best Selling Healthy & Fit
Best Selling At Home

Remove
Details

Product Name
Category Name

Remove

Category Name

Category Name
Category Name

10 Products in My Products

Review your products and manage the order they
Best Selling Single Oils
appear on your website. Move products up or down
by using the arrow buttons on each product.

Product Name
Category
Category Name
Name

Best Selling At Home

My Products

10 Products

Category Name

#5678
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Rank Products

Category Name

My Products

Other Popular Products

My Products

Details
Details

Product Name
#5678

Retail Price: $25.00 USD

#5678

Review Products

Best Selling Category
Kits Name
Product Name

Best Selling Kits

Icons

Best
Selling
Healthy
Fit
Wholesale
Price:
$22.00&USD

Best Selling Oil Blends

Best Selling Healthy
& Products
Fit
Review

Close

#5678
#5678

Sign Out

Best Selling At Home

Other Popular
Products
Product
Name
#5678

Product Name

Details

Best Selling At Home
Category Name

Other Popular Products

Add

15 Products

Expand All Categories

Review your products and manage the order they
www.youngliving.org/yleotest
appear on your website. Move products up or down
by using the arrow buttons on each product.

#5678

Review Products
Details

Done

Initial sketches
Once Young Living approved all products to be added to MyYL the product owner
and myself began sketching rough ideas of how search could work for members.
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Requirement decisions
During our initial discussion we determined to use the simple Enroll with me
search feature currently live as the starting point of our search feature. This was
helpful since the Enroll with me search already included a category filter.
The main question was how to show a member’s added products. It was decided
to start the search user flow on the member’s added products page.
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Design explorations
Once we had the initial page set I began building out design options based on our
product requirements set during our initial discussion. We reviewed multiple
layouts to remove any designs that didn’t work while also looking at removing
some elements—like a details button that was removed in favor of each product
name as a link— that weren’t necessary on the page.
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Search user flow
I built an InVision prototype for our search user flow along with laying out the
designs in Miro is a similar flow to help the team review the designs. As we began
to click around in the prototype we came across pain points with the relationship
between a search result and category filters.
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Filter explorations
Along with exploring designs for the user flow and the add/remove products UI we
spent time looking into how best to select product categories. We ultimately
decided to move away from these filter designs since they overcomplicated the user
experience. To make a more inclusive design across multiple markets we went with
a plus icon and trash icon for add/remove products UI.
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Add and remove products
Each product carousel on a member’s website has a maximum number of 15 products.
Because of this we needed to design a simple notification when members added a 16th
product. We found inspiration in the fantasy sports app user flow of adding and
dropping a player through waivers. When a member adds a 16th product the
add and remove pop-up modal appears, letting users quickly remove a product
to be replaced by their newly selected product.
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Final designs
When reviewing and testing in dev we decided to remove category filters entirely from
the search user flow. Since members have a strong knowledge of the products they want
we focused on product results updating as a search was typed in. This experience made
the category filter unnecessary.
Removing the category filter helped to solve the client’s concern of never allowing users
to see all products on one screen. The initial category filter state created this screen
and was a business issue for Young Living. We decided to create a separate My Added
Products page that updated to search results when members interacted with the
product search bar.
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Downstream Impact
An enterprise analytics tool for Amazon marketplace
to help track your business’s marketing ROI through
automated reporting at the campaign, product, and
keyword levels for all of a user’s brands on Amazon.

Visit site

Watch video

Brand Performance
One of the first features I worked on was brand performance. We wanted to provide users with a top-level view of their brand performance on the brand page by creating top
and bottom performer cards. Users could then create their own performance cards by
using filters to compare brands over a set time. Users could then save key comparisons
on the brand page for future needs.
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Dashboard Creation
To help let users customize their app experience we designed dashboards for
users. Users can create multiple dashboards for the key data metrics or just
review dashboards created by members of their organization. This feature is the
beginning of creating a fully customizable experience for each user.
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Organization – New Group
All Downstream users are a part of an organization. Owners of an organization
can create new organizations. Each organization contains groups that team
members can be added to based on each organization’s structure and needs.

Watch video
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Chart Color Guide
As a part of the UI design updates I designed a chart color guideline
to help focus user’s attention on the most important part of the app:
their data. The color range is meant to be flexible and scalable so
other color ranges can be added when they are needed.
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2

Tone (primary):
This is the primary color range for charts. It is preferred to start here when
adding colors to charts.
Use-case examples: Bar charts, scatter plots, line charts

Application Layer Structure
Application layer breakdown

While updating the UI designs I made design
3
Tint (background):
considerations
based on the GUI layer structure.
This is a complimentary color for charts that require multiple color ranges.

The below graphic showcases the type of background/foreground relationship intended from this color range.
The GUI is meant to act as a means to control a user’s primary focus: their organization’s data.

It is best when combined with the Shade group as a background color.
The foreground
or main focus is always the data.
Use-case example: bar chart in line/bar dual chart.

The midground is the GUI and the background
is the widget cards, control panel, and navigation.
This structure
define when and how colors
3
Light helped
(ﬁll):
This is range is best used when large areas of color need to be ﬁller

with foreground
elements above theIn
color.
are used within
Downstream.
the color guide
Use-case example: tree charts and area ﬁll colors.

I specifically avoid teals that are similar to the main
function UI colors.

Background:
The background elements for all parts of the application. This contains
background elements for the navigation, control panel and widgets.
Midground:
The main GUI layer. All functional elements live on the background layer.
This includes universal elements like the nav and control panel and individual
element controls like widget ﬁlters.
Foreground:
The main GUI layer. All functional elements live on the background layer.
This includes universal elements like the nav and control panel and individual
element controls like widget ﬁlters.
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Thank you for your consideration.
joepags@gmail.com
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